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The Lower Cretaceous sedimentary strata in the Lhasa Terrane record the palaeogeographic and tectonic history
of the Tibetan Plateau prior to the India-Asia collision. The Lower Cretaceous strata in the Coqen Basin of the
northern Lhasa subterrane include the Duoni and Langshan Formations. The Duoni Formation is composed of
conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones andmudstones in the south deposited in a ﬂuvial environment and quartz-
ose-lithic sandstones, siltstones and mudstones in the north deposited in a shelf-coastal environment. The over-
lying Langshan Formation is characterized by abundant Orbitolina- and rudist-bearing wackestones and
packstones, which were deposited on a low-energy carbonate ramp. The Langshan Formation in the Coqen
Basin was deposited between ~119–115 Ma and ~98 Ma based on its large benthic foraminiferal assemblages.
Age constraints based on the interbedded tuff and conformably overlying Langshan Formation indicate that
the Duoni Formation was deposited between ~123 and 115 Ma. Sandstone detrital modal compositions further
indicate that the Duoni Formation was primarily derived frommagmatic arc and recycled orogen sources. Detri-
tal zircons from the Duoni Formation yield a primary age population of 160–110Ma (peaking at ~130 Ma), with
negative εHf(t) values (−18.7 to−2.7), and additional age ranges of 550–500, 1200–900, and 1600–1500 Ma,
thereby indicating that the Zenong volcanic rocks and Palaeozoic sedimentary bedrocks in the northern Lhasa
subterrane are the most likely sources. The palaeogeography of the northern Lhasa subterrane can be approxi-
mately described in two stages. During the Aptian (~123–115 Ma), with the eruption of the Zenong volcanic
rocks, the Duoni Formation accumulated in ﬂuvial and shelf-coastal environments and was sourced from the
Zenong volcanic rocks and basement rocks from the southern region of the northern Lhasa subterrane. The en-
hanced magmatic activities in the northern Lhasa subterrane may have inﬂuenced the Duoni Formation deposi-
tion. During the Late Aptian-Early Cenomanian (~115–98Ma), a north-south transgression occurred, causing the
majority of the northern Lhasa region to be dominated by shallow-marine limestones of the Langshan Formation.








The Lhasa Terrane was the last to accrete onto the southern margin
of the Asian plate in the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous (Kapp et al.,
2007a; Zhu et al., 2013, 2016); thus, it records the early tectonic history
of the Tibetan Plateau prior to the India-Asia collision (Dewey et al.,
1988; Yin andHarrison, 2000). During theCretaceous, the Lhasa Terrane
was inﬂuenced by the Lhasa-Qiangtang collision to the north and sub-
duction of the Neo-Tethyan oceanic lithosphere to the south (England
and Searle, 1986; Murphy et al., 1997; Kapp et al., 2007b; Leier et al.,
2007a, 2007b). The tectonic evolution of the Lhasa Terrane in the
Early Cretaceous is unknown. An Early Cretaceous palaeogeographic
reconstruction of the Lhasa Terrane would help to understand its
basin evolution and the southern Asia margin tectonic framework
prior to the India-Asia collision. Several published studies have analysed
the sedimentology and provenance of the Cretaceous basins on the
northern Lhasa subterrane (Leier et al., 2007a, 2007b; Zhang et al.,
2004, 2011, 2012). However, the Early Cretaceous palaeogeography of
the Lhasa Terrane remains under intense debate. For example,
Murphy et al. (1997) suggested that the southern Tibetan Plateau
(Lhasa Terrane) has been uplifted by approximately 3–4 km since the
Early Cretaceous due to the Lhasa-Qiangtang collision to the north.
However, Zhang et al. (2004, 2012) inferred that the Lhasa Terrane
remained at approximately sea level until the Early Cenomanian and
that its geography was primarily controlled by the subducted Neo-Te-
thyan oceanic lithosphere to the south.
The Coqen Basin, which is located in the northern Lhasa subterrane
and is bounded by the Gangdese magmatic arc to the south and
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Bangong-Nujiang suture to the north, is an ideal site to document the
Early Cretaceous history of this region. The Lower Cretaceous deposits
in the Coqen Basin include the Duoni Formation clastic rocks and
Langshan Formation limestones. To test the palaeogeographic evolution
of the Lhasa Terrane, this study presents new data on the sedimentolo-
gy, stratigraphy, and detrital zircon geochronology of the Lower Creta-
ceous strata in the Coqen Basin. These new results, combined with
previously published data, provide new information to build a chrono-
stratigraphic framework of the Lhasa Terrane during the Early Creta-
ceous and to detect the sedimentary sources of the clastic rocks,
thereby allowing its palaeogeography to be reconstructed. We believe
that relative to the other sedimentary basins on the Lhasa Terrane, the
magmatic activities and north-south transgression had signiﬁcant inﬂu-
ences on the Early Cretaceous deposition.
2. Geological setting
The Tibetan Plateau comprises, from north to south, the Songpan-
Ganzi complex, the Qiangtang Terrane, and the Lhasa Terrane, which
are separated by the Jinsa and Bangong-Nujiang sutures (Fig. 1A, Yin
and Harrison, 2000). The Lhasa Terrane is separated from the Tethyan
Himalaya to the south by the Yarlung-Zangbo suture zone,which repre-
sents the Palaeocene India-Asia collisional suture zone (Fig. 1A, Yin and
Harrison, 2000; Zhu et al., 2013; DeCelles et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015,
2016, 2017). The Lhasa Terrane collided with the Qiangtang Terrane
along the Bangong-Nujiang suture zone in the Late Jurassic to Early Cre-
taceous (Dewey et al., 1988; Kapp et al., 2007b; Zhu et al., 2013, 2016).
Traditionally, the Lhasa Terrane is divided into two domains by the
Luobadui-Milashan Fault (LMF), a southern and a northern subterrane
(Fig. 1A, Burg et al., 1983; England and Searle, 1986; Searle et al.,
1987; Yin and Harrison, 2000; Pan et al., 2004). The southern Lhasa
subterrane is primarily composed of the Gangdese magmatic arc and
the Xigaze forearc basin. The Late Triassic-Early Cenozoic Gangdese
batholiths and Cenozoic Linzizong volcanic rocks are the primary
components of the Gangdese magmatic arc (Chu et al., 2006; Mo et al.,
2007, 2008; Wen et al., 2008; Ji et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Zhu et al.,
2011a, 2015), which is related to the northward subduction of Neo-Te-
thyan oceanic lithosphere beneath the Lhasa Terrane and the subse-
quent India-Asia collision (Yin and Harrison, 2000; Ding et al., 2003; Ji
et al., 2009). The Xigaze forearc basin, which is located on the southern
margin of the Gangdese magmatic arc, is characterized by thick se-
quences of Albian–Campanian deep-water turbidites followed by Cam-
panian-Maastrichitian shallow-water deposits (Dürr, 1996; Wang and
Liu, 1999; Wang et al., 2012; An et al., 2014; Orme et al., 2014; Orme
and Laskowaki, 2016). The Gangdese magmatic arc was a signiﬁcant
sediment source for the Xigaze forearc basin, in addition to the northern
Lhasa subterrane that also sourced detritus materials (Wu et al., 2010;
An et al., 2014).
In the northern Lhasa subterrane, there are widespread Cretaceous
magmatic rocks that are characterized as the Zenong volcanic rocks
(Zhu et al., 2008, 2009, 2011a). Successions of Carboniferous
metasedimentary rocks, Permian limestone, and Jurassic siliciclastic
rocks are exposed in the northern Lhasa subterrane (Leeder et al.,
1988; Yin et al., 1988). Thick Cretaceous strata are also preserved in
the sedimentary basins in the northern Lhasa subterrane; these include
the Lower Cretaceous Duoni Formation clastic rocks, the Langshan For-
mation limestones and the Upper Cretaceous continental ﬂuvial con-
glomerates and sandstones (Zhang et al., 2004, 2011, 2012; He et al.,
2007; Leier et al., 2007a, 2007b; Volkmer et al., 2007; DeCelles et al.,
2007).
The study area (i.e., the Coqen Basin) is located in the northern Lhasa
subterrane. Geographically, it is located between the town of Coqen and
the village of Dong Co; geologically, it is connected to the Gangdese
magmatic arc to the south and bounded by the Bangong-Nujiang suture
zone to the north (Fig. 1A). Lower Cretaceous volcanic and sedimentary
rocks are well exposed in the Coqen Basin. The Lower Cretaceous
Zenong volcanic rocks are also widespread throughout the southern
part of the Coqen Basin. Recently published zircon U-Pb ages from the
Fig. 1. (A) Simpliﬁed tectonic map of the Tibetan Plateau and adjacent regions (Pan et al., 2004). JSSZ—Jinsha suture zone; BNSZ—Bangong-Nujiang suture zone; IYSZ—Indus-Yarlung
suture zone; LMF—Luobadui–Milashan Fault; NL—Northern Lhasa subterrane; SL—Southern Lhasa subterrane. (B) Simpliﬁed geological map of the Coqen Basin, showing the studied
sections, modiﬁed from the 1:250,000-scale regional geological survey in Tibet (Coqen area) (Liu et al., 2004).
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Coqen area reveal that the Zenong volcanic rocks erupted ca. 130–
107 Ma (Zhu et al., 2008, 2009, 2011a). The Duoni Formation overlies
the Zenong volcanic rocks and consists of volcaniclastic sandstones,
conglomerates, siltstones and mudstones (Liu et al., 2004). The
Langshan Formation, which conformably overlies the Duoni Formation,
consists of rudist- and foraminifera-bearing limestones (Leeder et al.,
1988; Leier et al., 2007a; Zhang et al., 2012).
3. Methods
3.1. Sedimentology and palaeocurrent data
Wemeasured detailed stratigraphic sections at 4 different locations
(Fig. 1B). Through the investigation of lithofacies associations and sedi-
mentary features, the probable depositional environments and sedi-
mentary microfacies of these sections were determined. Palaeocurrent
data were measured in the ﬁeld from cross stratiﬁcation. All original
measured data were corrected to the horizontal by standard stereonet
techniques, in which the average trough-axis orientation of each point
was measured and determined statistically on a stereographic plot of
15–20 trough limbs (method I of DeCelles et al., 1983).
3.2. Sandstone petrography
A total of 55 sandstone thin sections from the Duoni Formationwere
generated and analysed by modal framework-grain triplets. Approxi-
mately 400 grains were counted in a random area of each section
using an appropriate grid based on the grain size (i.e., the Gazzi-Dickin-
son method of Ingersoll et al., 1984).
3.3. In situ zircon U-Pb dating and Hf isotopes
Zircons were separated from the tuff horizons and medium-grained
sandstones of the Duoni and Langshan Formations. Zircon U-Pb dating
was conducted at the State Key Laboratory for Mineral Deposits Re-
search, Nanjing University, China. U-Pb ages were obtained by laser ab-
lation inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS)
following the method described by Jackson et al. (2004). In this study,
206Pb/238U ages were used for zircons yielding ages of b1000 Ma and
207Pb/206Pb ages were used for zircons yielding ages N1000 Ma. Mea-
sured ages with N10% discordance were excluded in this study. The pri-
mary Pb isotopic results were calculated by GLITTER 4.4 (Van
Achterbergh et al., 2001) and common Pb corrections were conducted
following the method of Andersen (2002). Detrital zircon age probabil-
ities and weighted mean age calculations were performed by the
Isoplot/Ex program (version 2.49) of Ludwig, 2001. The errors are with-
in 1σ and 2σ for individual zircon ages and weighted mean ages,
respectively.
Some zircons measured for their U-Pb ages were also measured for
their in situ Hf isotopic compositions at the State Key Laboratory for
Mineral Deposits Research, Nanjing University, China, using a Thermo
Scientiﬁc Neptune Plus MC-ICP-MS coupled to a New Wave UP193
solid-state laser ablation (LA) system. The laser ablation beam has a di-
ameter of 35 μm and a laser repetition rate of 8 Hz. Measurements of
each grainwere collected 200 times perminute. To calculate the results,
we used a 176Lu decay constant of 1.867 × 10−11 a−1 (Soderlund et al.,
2004). The calculations of εHf(t) and Hf crust model ages (TDMC ) were
performed using the methods of Bouvier et al. (2008) and Grifﬁn et al.
(2002), respectively.
The youngest measured detrital zircon ages are commonly used to
constrain themaximumdepositional ages of stratigraphic units. The cal-
culation are of different methods (Table 1, the detailed methods can be
referred to Dickinson and Gehrels, 2009) and the YC1σ(2+) age is ap-
plied by this study. A comparison of the age distributions of detrital
and potential source area zircons reveals that they have remarkably
similar age spectra (i.e., similar peaks and troughs). In addition, zircon
Hf isotopic data record distinctive crustal histories, which also reveal
important information about the sedimentary provenance and tectonic
setting of the basin in which they accumulated (Cawood et al., 2012).
4. Sedimentology
Four sections in the ﬁeld were studied in detail and underwent sed-
imentary facies analysis. The locations of these sections are shown in
Fig. 1B. The sedimentary characteristics of the Lower Cretaceous strata,
which reﬂect the depositional processes in the study area, can be ob-
served in the following several lithofacies.
4.1. Duoni Formation (southern region of the Coqen Basin)
4.1.1. Conglomerate and coarse-grained pebbly sandstone lithofacies
association
The conglomerate and coarse-grained pebbly sandstone lithofacies
association is very common in the bottom of the Guolong section (Fig.
2). This lithofacies association consists of an approximately 3–5 m
thick series of upward-ﬁning packages. The lower part of the package
is generally composed of ~0.5–1 m thick conglomerate beds. The con-
glomerate beds display imbricated clasts, subhorizontal stratiﬁcation,
and trough and planar cross-stratiﬁcations, with wedge and lenticular
shapes and basal scour surfaces (Fig. 4D). The clasts are mainly com-
posed of volcanic rocks, quartz sandstones and limestones, all of
which are poorly sorted and well rounded. The average clast size is
~5 cm in diameter, with a maximum clast size of ~10 cm. The conglom-
erate beds are dominated by a matrix-supported texture with a coarse-
grained sandstone matrix. The conglomerate beds commonly ﬁne up-
wards into the middle part of the coarse-grained pebbly sandstones,
which generally exhibit trough and planar cross-stratiﬁcations and
plane-parallel laminations. An upper section of very thinly bedded,
ﬁne-grained sandstones and mudstones overlies the coarse-grained
sandstone beds. Palaeocurrent data measured from trough and planar
cross-stratiﬁcations indicate a roughly northward palaeoﬂow direction.
This lithofacies association is interpreted to reﬂect a series of gravel-
ly ﬂuvial channels withinmeandering rivers (Miall, 1978, 1996; Diemer
and Belt, 1991). The upward-ﬁning sequences within the sandstone
Table 1
Young detrital zircon U-Pb ages of the sandstones from the Duoni Formation.
Section Sample Zircon grains Percentage of the Mesozoic zircons YSG(Ma) YC1σ(2+) YC2σ(3+) YPP YDZ
Ma Ma Ma Ma Ma
Guolong 13GL98 108 46.3% 109 ± 4 113.9 ± 1.8 (n = 13) 116.1 ± 2.0 (n = 20) 112.2 107.7 + 3.1/−8.4
13GL105 105 60.0% 103 ± 6 106.7 ± 1.5 (n = 13) 107.7 ± 1.6 (n = 17) 105.5 102.5 + 2.2/−13
13GL140 106 23.6% 105 ± 2 111.1 ± 2.5 (n = 12) 114.4 ± 2.6 (n = 19) 113.9 104.4 + 3.1/−4.1
Xialong 12ZN02 73 54.8% 113 ± 4 122.8 ± 1.8 (n = 13) 125.3 ± 1.6 (n = 24) 128.9 112.9 + 5.9/−8.9
12ZN06 102 29.4% 118 ± 2 123.5 ± 2.5 (n = 13) 126.5 ± 2.2 (n = 23) 119.7 116.5 + 3.0/−3.5
12XL109 115 34.8% 114 ± 3 119.1 ± 2.0 (n = 7) 126.0 ± 2.5 (n = 22) 119.4 113.7 + 3.9/−6.3
YSG—Youngest single detrital; YC1σ(2+)—Weighted mean age of two or more youngest grain ages overlapping in age at 1σ; YC2σ(3+)—Weighted mean age of two or more youngest
grain ages overlapping in age at 2σ; YPP—Youngest graphical detrital zircon age peak on an age-probability; YDZ—Age calculated by the “youngest detrital zircon” routine of Isoplot. Refer
to Dickinson and Gehrels (2009).
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units of this lithofacies association are most common in river channels,
and its cross-stratiﬁcations record the shifts of sand bar sets (Miall,
1996).
4.1.2. Medium- to coarse-grained sandstone lithofacies association
This lithofacies association is mainly composed of grey, medium- to
coarse-grained lithic sandstone beds, which record a gradual transition
from the underlying conglomerate or coarse-grained pebbly sandstone
lithofacies. Upward-ﬁning packages are well developed in this
lithofacies, and pebbly coarse sandstone beds (~10–40 cm in thickness)
are present in the lower unit. Individual packages are separated from
each other by scour planes, in which the pebbly sandstone clasts appear
to have been recycled from the underlying siltstone or mudstone beds.
These packages comprise laterally extensive, lithic- or quartz-rich sand-
stone beds, with a thickness of approximately 4 m. Occasionally, thin
(b1 m thick) lenticular, ﬁne conglomerate beds or pebbly, very coarse
sandstone beds are developed. Planar and trough cross-stratiﬁcations
are well developed in the sandstone beds (Fig. 4E). Very thin (b0.2 m
thick) red or purple mudstone and siltstone beds at the top of the pack-
ages exhibit plane-parallel laminations and current ripples, with few
plant fossils. The cross-stratiﬁcations of this lithofacies indicate a rough-
ly northward palaeocurrent direction.
The thick sandstone bodies are interpreted to have been deposited
in ﬂuvial channels (Diemer and Belt, 1991; Bridge, 2009). Their trough
and planar cross-stratiﬁcations record the migration of subaqueous
three- and two-dimensional dunes within these palaeochannels
(Allen, 1964). The thin mudstone/siltstone intervals interstratiﬁed be-
tween the sandstone beds are interpreted to have been deposited in
an overbank ﬂoodplain setting (Cant and Walker, 1978).
4.1.3. Fine sandstone interstratiﬁed with siltstone/mudstone lithofacies
association
This lithofacies association is well developed in the middle part of
the Guolong section, with a total thickness of ~200 m. The purple and
red ﬁne sandstone beds (which are approximately 0.5 to 1 m thick)
are interstratiﬁedwith grey or redmudstone or siltstone beds of similar
thickness. There are also some horizontal beddings and current and
climbing ripples developed in the ﬁne sandstone beds. In addition,
thin (b0.5 m thick) sheet-shaped, medium-grained sandstone beds
are occasionally found interbedded in the ﬁne sandstones and record
small-scale cross-stratiﬁcations. The mottled mudstone is commonly
laminated and contains very ﬁne-grained and thin (centimetre-scale
and laterally pinched out) sandstone beds. Many CaCO3 nodules appear
in the red mudstone beds.
This lithofacies association is interpreted to have been deposited on
the overbank of a ﬂoodplain. The few thinly bedded (sheet-like) medi-
um-grained sandstones interstratiﬁed in the ﬁne sandstones are
interpreted to have been formed by crevasse-splays during ﬂoods
(Leier et al., 2007a). The mudstone beds with CaCO3 nodules represent
calcretes that are typical of ﬂoodplains with ﬂuctuating groundwater
levels (Mack et al., 1993; Kraus, 1999).
4.1.4. Massive mudstone lithofacies association
Massive red and green mudstone beds occur in the middle to upper
parts of the Guolong section. The thickness of each bed is commonly be-
tween 10 and 20 m and increases moving upward in the section. A few
thin (~2 m thick) and lenticular medium-grained sandstone beds with
minor current ripples are also developed in the massive mudstones.
Green mudstone beds tend to be thicker (up to N20 m thick) and are
more abundant in the upper part of the section. CaCO3 nodules and
plant fragments are quite common in the massive mudstone beds.
This massive mudstone lithofacies is interpreted to have been de-
posited in the relatively low regions of the ﬂoodplains under low-ener-
gy hydrodynamic conditions (Miall, 1978, 1996; Diemer and Belt, 1991;
Bridge, 2009). Meanwhile, the abundance of CaCO3 nodules and plant
fragments in the mudstone units indicates that these deposits experi-
enced occasional aridiﬁcation (Mack et al., 1993; Kraus, 1999).
4.2. Duoni Formation (northern region of the Coqen Basin)
4.2.1. Quartz sandstone lithofacies association
This lithofacies association is mostly composed of the grey quartz
sandstones and volcaniclastic quartz sandstones exposed in the
Zhukang and Xialong sections, which are ~250 m thick (Fig. 3). The
sandstone beds are generally ~3 m thick and are composed of quartz-
rich, medium-grained sandstones, which contain planar and parallel
cross-stratiﬁcations, current ripples and symmetrical ripples (Fig. 4G).
There are also thin (~0.1 m thick) layers of conglomerate and pebbly,
very coarse-grained sandstone below the main sandstone bodies, in
which most clasts are recycled from the underlying strata. Within the
entire sandstone package, the sandstone tends to be upward-coarsen-
ing. Some bivalve fossils have been found in the sandstone beds (Fig.
4F).
This lithofacies has a similar texture and composition as a mature
quartz sandstone, which is believed to accumulate in a nearshore,
wave-inﬂuenced setting (van Wagoner et al., 1988). In this environ-
ment, unstable feldspars and lithic fragments are removed. The up-
ward-coarsening sequence generally represents the regression of the
shoreline (van Wagoner et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1990;
Posamentier and Allen, 1999).
4.2.2. Fine-grained sandstone and mudstone lithofacies association
The ﬁne-grained sandstone lithofacies association is quite common
in the Zhukang and Xialong sections and is mainly composed of dark
grey laminated ﬁne-grained sandstones and siltstones. Generally,
these sandstone beds are interbedded with thin layers of laminated
mudstones. The sandstone beds are typically an average of ~1 m thick
(but vary in thickness from 0.1 m to 2 m) and generally display sharp
contacts with underlying mudstones. Some bivalve fragments have
been found in these sandstone beds. Plane-parallel laminations and os-
cillatory wave ripples are also common in the ﬁne-grained sandstone
beds (Fig. 4G). Themudstone beds are commonly ~1.5m thick and con-
tain horizontal or subhorizontal burrows. In some regions, themedium-
grained sandstones are interbedded with black mudstones, which are
approximately ~0.2 m thick. These sandstone beds generally have len-
ticular basal contacts and laterally extend to lengths of up to ~6–10 m.
This lithofacies association is interpreted to have been deposited in a
shallow-marine shelf environment (Walker and Plint, 1992; Orton and
Reading, 1993; Johnson and Baldwin, 1996). Fine-grained sandstones
are mostly controlled by waves in shallow-marine domains, where
they can receive materials from the land. The mudstone in this
lithofacies association is interpreted to reﬂect quiet water deposits
under the normal wave base, where the sediments are mostly derived
from materials suspended in water. The medium-grained sandstone
beds with lenticular basal contacts are interpreted to represent the ac-
cumulation of deposits from storm events below the normal wave
base (Kreisa, 1981; Myrow and Southard, 1991).
4.2.3. Massive mudstone/siltstone lithofacies association
This lithofacies association is a well-exposed and at least ~450-m-
thick section of the Zhukang section that comprises a series of massive
darkmudstone or siltstone beds, each ofwhich has an average thickness
Fig. 2. Lithological columns and sedimentary symbols of the Guolong section in the southern region of the Coqen Basin; the Latitude and longitude data correspond to the start and end
point of the section; sample locations for zircon analyses and modal compositions are indicated by triangles and stars, respectively.
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of ~5 m. In this section, there are few recorded sedimentary textures,
but some plant and bivalve fragments have been observed. Very thin
coal lines are found in the upper part of the section. In the upper part
of this lithofacies, some olistostromal sandstone and conglomerate
blocks, approximately 0.5m×1.2m in size, are exposed. This sandstone
is medium-grained and nodule-shapedwith a sandstone shell, whereas
the clasts of the conglomerate aremostlywell-rounded sandstone clasts
that are approximately ~5 cm × 8 cm in size.
The deposits containing plant fossils and coal lines in this lithofacies
association are interpreted to have beendeposited in a low-energy lagoon
in themarginal seawith some terrigenousmaterials (Kirschbaum, 1989).
The olistostromal sandstone and conglomerate blocks are interpreted to
have deposited under the process of gravity sliding (Festa et al., 2010).
4.3. Langshan Formation
The Langshan Formation is well preserved in the Coqen Basin and
conformably overlies the Duoni Formation. In the study area, the
Langshan Formation is approximately 700–800 m thick and can be di-
vided into three members (Fig. 2 and 3): Member 1 (~180–275 m)
andMember 3 (~210m) are composed of wackestones and packstones,
which contain abundant large benthic foraminifera and rudists (Fig. 5D
Fig. 4. (A) Panoramic photograph for Guolong section, showing the lower parts of the Duoni Formation and the relationship with the underlying strata. (B) Panoramic photograph for
Guolong section, showing the upper part of the Duoni Formation and the relationship with the overlying Langshan Formation. (C) Panoramic photograph for Azhang section, showing
the Langshan Formation (D) Coarse and pebbly sandstone beds with wedge and lenticular shapes and the basal scour surfaces (Guolong section). Hammer is 41 cm long. (E) Medium-
coarse sandstone beds with the planar cross-stratiﬁcation (Guolong section). Hammer is 41 cm long. (F) shell-bearing sandstone beds in Duoni Formation of the Zhukang section. (G)
Ripples in the Duoni Formation. Pen is 15 cm long.
Fig. 3. Lithological columns and sedimentary symbols of theXialong, Zhukang andAzhang sections in thenorthern region of theCoqen Basin; the Latitude and longitude data correspond to
the start and end point of the every sections; sample locations for zircon analyses and modal compositions are indicated by triangles and stars, respectively.
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and E), whereas Member 2, which is located in the southern region of
the study area (i.e., the Guolong section) includes medium-grained
sandstones and mudstones. In the north part of the Coqen Basin (i.e.,
the Azhang section), Member 2 comprises marls interbedded with
calcarenites.
The lithofacies associations of Members 1 and 3 mainly comprise
thick-bedded to massive grey-yellow wackestones and minor
packstones (which increase up-section). In the wackestones, rudists
make up ~10% of the rock and large benthic foraminifera (mainly
Orbitolina) account for ~15%. Marl represents the main component of
the matrix. In the packstones, rudists and large benthic foraminifera
(mainly Orbitolina) dominate the limestone and comprise 15% and
20%, respectively, of its composition. In addition to a micrite matrix,
some of the packstones feature cements made of mostly calcites and re-
crystallized calcites. In addition, small planktonic foraminifera, algae
and bivalve fragments are also present, but only occupy less than ~5%
of the total components. This lithofacies association suggests thatMem-
ber 1 and Member 3 of the Langshan Formation were deposited on a
carbonate ramp in a shallow lagoonal environmentnear anopenmarine
setting with good water circulation (Wray, 1977; Reiss and Hottinger,
1984; Flügel, 2004).
The lithofacies association of Member 2 in the Guolong section (lo-
cated in the southern region of the Coqen Basin, Fig. 2) is composed of
medium-grained volcaniclastic sandstones interbedded with mud-
stones and siltstones. This lithofacies association is similar to the “medi-
um- to coarse-grained sandstone lithofacies association” in the Duoni
Formation. The sandstone beds containing abundant cross-stratiﬁcation
beddings are interpreted to have been deposited in the channels of aﬂu-
vial system. The siltstone and mudstone beds are interpreted to have
been deposited in the overbank of a ﬂoodplain.
The lithofacies association ofMember 2 in theAzhang section (locat-
ed in the northern region of the Coqen Basin, Fig. 3) is dominated by
massive greenish marl interstratiﬁed with very thin (~5–10 cm thick)
wackestone and calcarenite beds (in which the quantity of the beds de-
creases up-section). The interbedded wackestone and calcarenite are
mainly composed of 15% large benthic foraminifera (mainly Orbitolina)
and 5% well-sorted terrigenous clasts. The environment of this
lithofacies is interpreted to be a low-energy lagoon setting (Reiss and
Hottinger, 1984; Flügel, 2004).
5. Age constraints
5.1. Langshan Formation
In this study, we combine the zircon U-Pb dating results of inter-
stratiﬁed tuff horizons and micro-palaeontological analysis of lime-
stones to determine a credible depositional age for the Langshan
Formation. Large, abundant benthic foraminifera are observed in the
Guolong and Azhang sections, within which seven biozones were iden-
tiﬁed (for more details about the biozone divisions, refer to BouDagher-
Fadel et al., 2017). In detail, the presence of Dictyoconus cuvillieri,
Mesorbitolina libanica, Conicorbitolina zhangia, Conicorbitolina cuvillieri,
and Pseudocyclammina vasconica in the Guolong section (within the
southern region of the Coqen Basin) implies that the Langshan Forma-
tion deposition had been ongoing since ~115 Ma and ceased at
~98 Ma. Two tuffs (Samples 13GL06 and 13GL10, refer to Fig. 2) from
Member 2 of the Langshan Formation in the Guolong section yield zir-
con U-Pb ages of 112.5 ± 1.7 Ma (n = 21, MSWD = 1.6) and 110.3
± 1.0 Ma (n = 37, MSWD = 1.2) (Fig. 8, Appendix A), respectively.
These zircon ages coincide with those of the LBF biozones (TLK1c,
113–110 Ma, see BouDagher-Fadel et al., 2017). Similarly, the presence
of Mesorbitolina libanica, Mesorbitolina delicata, Palaeodictyoconus
arabicus, Conicorbitolina zhangia, Cuneolina parva, and Orbitolina seﬁni
in the Azhang section (in the northern Coqen Basin) indicates that the
Langshan Formation age in this location ranges between ~119 Ma and
~98 Ma. Because the base of the Langshan Formation is absent in the
Azhang section in the ﬁeld, it is suspected that in the northern Coqen
Basin, the Langshan Formation deposition began at approximately
119 Ma or earlier. Collectively, the Langshan Formation deposition in
the Coqen Basin began earlier in its northern region (~119 Ma in the
Azhang section) before extending to the south (~115Ma in theGuolong
section). By approximately 98 Ma, the Langshan limestone deposition
had ceased.
Fig. 5. Petrography of the Duoni and Langshan Formations. (A) Lithic sandstone (Sample 13GL105, Guolong section), showing volcanic and sedimentary fragments. (B) Lithic sandstone
(Sample 13GL98, Guolong section), showing volcanic and sedimentary fragments. (C) Quartz-rich sandstone (Sample 13ZK75, Zhukang section). (D) rudist-fragment rich limestone from
the Langshan Formation (Sample 12LS43, Azhang section). (E) Orbitolina-bearing limestone from the Langshan Formation (Sample 12LS29, Azhang section).
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5.2. Duoni Formation
The Duoni Formation is primarily composed of medium-grained
sandstones and mudstones. The ages of its interstratiﬁed volcanic
rocks and its youngest detrital zircons can be used to constrain its depo-
sitional age (Dickinson andGehrels, 2009). In theGuolong section, a tuff
horizon (sample 13GL104, Fig. 2) from the bottom of the Duoni Forma-
tion records a zircon U-Pb age of 122.5± 1.3Ma (n=30MSWD=1.2)
(Fig. 8, Appendix A), implying that the Duoni Formation deposition
beganprior to approximately 123Ma. The termination of theDuoni For-
mation deposition in the Guolong section is constrained by the age of
the conformably overlying Langshan Formation, which yields a
maximumage of ~115Ma. These ages are compatiblewith the youngest
detrital zircon ages (YC1σ(2+), refer to Dickinson and Gehrels, 2009)
of 107–114 Ma in this region (Table 1, Fig. 6). Therefore, the Duoni For-
mation age is well constrained between ~123 Ma and 115 Ma in the
southern part of the Coqen Basin. This constrained time period is within
the age range from the volcanic rocks dated by Volkmer et al. (2007),
yielding weighted mean zircon ages of 129.7 ± 7.5 Ma, 122.3 ±
5.5 Ma and 112.9 ± 8.9 Ma.
However, the lack of tuff or direct contact relationships with other
strata in the northern Coqen Basin indicates that the Duoni Formation
age in the northern part of the basin can only be approximately
constrained by the age of its youngest detrital zircons. The youngest
Fig. 6. Relative U-Pb age probabilities for detrital zircons from the sandstones of the Duoni Formation.
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detrital zircons (YC1σ(2+)) in the north yield ages of 119–124 Ma
(Table 1, Fig. 6), which implies that the Duoni Formation deposition in
the north could have begun earlier than it did in the southern Coqen
Basin.
6. Provenance analysis of the Duoni Formation
6.1. Provenance results
6.1.1. Sandstone modal compositions
A total of 22 analysed sandstones from the Guolong section are
mostly moderately well sorted, contain siliceous or calcareous cements
and feature a grain-supported texture. These sandstones have average
modal compositions of Qt:F:L = 38:19:43 (see Appendix C, Fig. 7).
Among these compositions, volcanic fragments and monocrystalline
quartz are the main components of the samples and represent ~37%
and ~34% of the total framework grains, respectively. Clasts of interme-
diate to felsic volcanic rocks dominate the volcanic fragments (Fig. 5A).
In these sections, plagioclase is common but polycrystalline quartz is
rare (Fig. 5B). The accessory minerals consist of zircon, rutile, tourma-
line, muscovite and magnetite. On modal composition discrimination
diagrams (Fig. 7, Dickinson et al., 1983; Garzanti et al., 2007), these sam-
ples mostly plot in the “magmatic arc” ﬁeld and a few plot in the
“recycled orogeny” region.
A total of 33 analysed sandstones from theXialong and Zhukang sec-
tions record slightly different characteristics than those of the Guolong
section. These samples contain siliceous cements and are supported by
subrounded grains, which are medium- to well-sorted. They have aver-
age compositions of Qt:F:L = 75:9:16 (see Appendix C, Fig. 7). Mono-
crystalline quartz, which features clean surfaces and rounded shapes,
comprises ~74% of the total framework grains (Fig. 5C and 7). Most of
the rock fragments are dominated by sedimentary clasts and minor
quantities of volcanic rocks. Analysis of some samples from the Zhukang
section reveals that volcanic rocks are the main component of the rock
fragments and can comprise up to ~30% of the total framework grains
(see Appendix C). Collectively, these samples are distributed in the
“recycled orogeny” and “magmatic arc” ﬁelds on the Qt-F-L and Qp-
Lv-Ls diagrams (Fig. 7, Dickinson et al., 1983; Garzanti et al., 2007).
6.1.2. Detrital zircon U-Pb ages
A total of 608 detrital zirconswere selected from 6 sandstones of the
Duoni Formation for U-Pb dating by LA-ICPMS (Appendix A, Fig. 6). In
detail, three samples, 13GL98, 13GL105 and 13GL140 were collected
from the bottom, middle and upper parts of the Guolong section, re-
spectively (refer to Fig. 2). Of the 108 dated zircons from sample
13GL98, 73 record age populations between 160 and 110 Ma, with
peaks at ~120 and ~140 Ma. The other 35 zircons record pre-Mesozoic
ages with peaks at ~550, ~950 and ~1200 Ma. A total of 105 detrital
zircons from the sample 13GL105 record a major age population (75
of 105 zircons) between 160 and 103 Ma (with peaks at ~145 and
115 Ma), with additional age clusters (30 of 105 zircons) at ~550 and
~1150 Ma. A total of 106 zircons from the sample 13GL140 yield a
large population between 125 and 105 Ma (peaking at ~120 Ma), and
additional clusters at ~550, ~950, ~1200, ~1650 and ~2500 Ma.
U-Pb dating was also performed on 3 samples (12DN02, 12DN06
and 13XL09, Fig. 6) collected from the Xialong section. A total of 54 of
72 detrital zircons from the sample 12DN02 yield age populations be-
tween 160 and 119 Ma (peaking at ~150 and 130 Ma), with the youn-
gest zircon ages falling at 113 ± 4 Ma, 119 ± 4 Ma and 120 ± 3 Ma.
Among the 104 detrital zircon ages obtained from the sample
12DN06, 37 zircons record Mesozoic ages of 155–120 Ma, with a peak
at ~130 Ma. The other 67 zircons yield age ranges of 550–500, 1200–
900, and 1600–1500 Ma. The youngest ages in this sample are 118 ±
2Ma, 118±2Ma and 119±2Ma. The sample 13XL109 yields a similar
age distribution as 12DN06, with a main age population between 155
and 114 Ma (48 of 115 detrital zircons), and peaks at ~140 and
130 Ma. The pre-Mesozoic zircons (67 zircons) yield age ranges of
600–500, 1250–1050 and 1650–1550 Ma. The youngest ages in this
sample are 114 ± 3 Ma, 116 ± 2 Ma and 119 ± 2 Ma.
6.1.3. Detrital zircon Hf isotopes
In total, 315 zircons from the above U-Pb dated detrital zirconswere
selected for in situHf isotopic analysis byMC-LA-ICPMS (Fig. 10, Appen-
dix B). A total of 77Mesozoic zircons from theGuolong section yield low
176Hf/177Hf initial ratios (0.282163–0.282620) and negative εHf(t)
values of −18.7 to −2.7. Only 3 zircons from this section yield high
176Hf/177Hf initial ratios and positive εHf(t) values of +1.0 to +2.2.
The other 55 pre-Mesozoic zircons yield a large range of 176Hf/177Hf ini-
tial ratios with εHf(t) values of−25.4 to +22.8. The Xialong section re-
cords similar trends as the Guolong section. A total of 99 Mesozoic
zircons yield low 176Hf/177Hf initial ratios and negative εHf(t) values of
c14.6 to−2.8. The other 85 pre-Mesozoic zircons yield scattered values
of 176Hf/177Hf initial ratios and εHf(t) values (−30.8 to +22.9).
6.2. Provenance interpretation
Among the 608 dated detrital zircons of the Duoni Formation, 317
zircons (~52%) yield a signiﬁcant age population ranging between 160
and 100 Ma, with a peak at ~130 Ma (Fig. 9). The Hf isotopic composi-
tions of these zircons are characterized by their low 176Hf/177Hf initial
ratios and negative εHf(t) values. These zircon characteristics are differ-
ent from those of the northern Tibetan Plateau (such as the Songpan-
Ganzi Terrane). which record an age population of 500–200 Ma
(Weislogel et al., 2006; Gehrels et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2013), and are
also different from those of the Qiangtang Terrane, which tend to record
ages of 220–190Ma (Leier et al., 2007b). The southern Lhasa subterrane
Fig. 7. The Ternary diagrams of sandstone framework compositions from the Duoni Formation. CB—continental terrane provenance; RO—recycled orogen provenance;MA—magmatic arc
provenance (Dickinson et al., 1983; Garzanti et al., 2007); Qp—polycrystalline quartz; Qt—total quartz (monocrystalline quartz + Qp); L—total nonquartzose lithic grains; Lv—volcanic
fragment; Ls—sedimentary rock fragment; F—total feldspar.
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(i.e., the Gangdese magmatic arc and Xigaze forearc basin) has abun-
dant Mesozoic zircons with ages ranging between 210 and 65 Ma. The
Mesozoic zircons from the southern Lhasa subterrane record high
176Hf/177Hf initial ratios and positive εHf(t) values (Fig. 10, Chu et al.,
2006; Ji et al., 2009a; Zhu et al., 2011a; Wu et al., 2010; An et al.,
2014), which are inconsistent with the detrital zircons of the Duoni For-
mation. However, Mesozoic magmatism is also widespread in the
northern Lhasa subterrane, especially in the Lower Cretaceous Zenong
volcanic rocks within the Coqen Basin (Fig. 9, Zhu et al., 2008, 2011a).
Igneous zircons in these Lower Cretaceous magmatic rocks record age
populations ranging between 130 and 107Ma,with low 176Hf/177Hf ini-
tial ratios and negative εHf(t) values (Chu et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2008,
2009, 2011a) that are distinct from those of the Gandese magmatic arc
to the south. Based on the contrasting natures of their zircons, it is likely
that the clastic rocks of the Duoni Formationwere derived from the vol-
canic rocks of the northern Lhasa subterrane. The Lower Cretaceous
Zenong volcanic rocks in the Coqen Basin are the most likely sources
for these Cretaceous zircons. Themodal compositions of the sandstones
from the Guolong section record abundant volcanic rock fragments and
a “magmatic arc” source (Fig. 7), which are consistent with the above
detrital zircon results. The palaeocurrent data of the Duoni Formation
in the Guolong section also record a roughly northward direction,
which further conﬁrms the above interpretation.
In addition, the pre-Mesozoic zircons (~48% of total zircons) yield
age ranges of 600–500 Ma, 1000–900 Ma, 1250–1050 Ma, 2100–
1700 Ma and ~2500 Ma. The ages of these pre-Mesozoic zircons are
consistent with the current published detrital zircon ages from the Pa-
leozoic sedimentary strata in the Lhasa Terrane,which are characterized
by age populations of 600–500Ma, 1300–1050Ma, 1950–1700 Ma and
~2500 Ma (Gehrels et al., 2011; Leier et al., 2007c; Zhu et al., 2011b).
Meanwhile, many sandstones from the Xialong section contain abun-
dant quartz clasts and sedimentary rock fragments and are distributed
within the “recycled orogen” ﬁeld on Qt-F-L and Qp-Lv-Ls diagrams
(Fig. 7). In conclusion, the Lower Cretaceous Zenong volcanic rocks in
the northern Lhasa subterrane contain zircons from the underlying Pa-
leozoic sedimentary bedrocks, which then also generated old zircons.
The results of previously published studies of the Lower Cretaceous
clastic rocks in the northern regions of the Lhasa basins indicate that
they had two signiﬁcant sedimentary sources: the Gangdese magmatic
arc to the south (Zhang et al., 2011), and the Bangong-Nujiang suture
and Qiangtang Terrane to the north (Leeder et al., 1988; Murphy et al.,
1997; Leier et al., 2007a). In this study, we demonstrate that the U-Pb
ages and Hf isotopic compositions of detrital zircons from the Early Cre-
taceous Coqen Basin indicate that they were derived from Lower Creta-
ceous Zenong volcanic rocks and the underlying sedimentary bedrock
(comprising Paleozoic strata) exposed on the northern Lhasa
subterrane. Thisﬁnding is comparable to results fromother basinswith-
in the northern Lhasa subterrane.
7. Palaeogeographic reconstruction and regional implications
7.1. Stratigraphic framework and depositional model for the Coqen Basin
In the Coqen Basin, the Zenong volcanic rocks are exposed in the
southern region of the Guolong section (Fig. 1B). The published zircon
ages of the Zenong volcanic rocks in the Coqen Basin indicate that
they were erupted between ~130–107 Ma (Zhu et al., 2008, 2009,
2011a and references therein), thus, implying that they are time-equiv-
alent to the Duoni and Langshan Formations, which range in age from
~123 to 98 Ma, although the Duoni Formation conformably overlies
the Zenong volcanic rocks in theGuolong section (Fig. 2). The large ben-
thic foraminifera of the Langshan limestone and the zircon U-Pb ages of
the Duoni Formation yield additional chronostratigraphic constraints
for the Coqen Basin. These ages demonstrate that Lower Cretaceous
clastic rocks began accumulating at ~123 Ma; this was followed by a
diachronous phenomenon in the Coqen Basin in which the Langshan
Formation began to develop in the northern region of the basin ca.
119 Ma, whereas the Duoni Formation continued to accumulate in the
southern region until ~115Ma. Collectively, in the Coqen Basin, it is hy-
pothesized that the eruption of the Zenong volcanic rocks occurred
Fig. 8. The U-Pb zircon weightedmean ages and concordia diagrams of the tuff horizon in
the Duoni and Langshan Formations from the Guolong section.
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during the deposition of both the Duoni and Langshan Formations, thus,
indicating that these three formations were diachronous during the
Early Cretaceous.
As described above, the depositional environment of the Duoni For-
mation in the Coqen Basin records amore distal trend towards the north
(from the Guolong section in the south to the Xialong and Zhukang sec-
tions in the north), moving from a ﬂuvial environment to a more shelf-
coastal environment. This provenance analysis reveals that the Duoni
Formation in the Guolong section was primarily derived from the
Zenong volcanic rocks to the south, whereas the Zhukang and Xialong
sections also contain recycled components of the Palaeozoic sedimenta-
ry bedrocks of the northern Lhasa subterrane in addition to the Zenong
volcanic rocks. The northward ﬂuvial pattern and the south-to-north
deepening trend of the depositional system imply that the depocentre
of the Coqen Basin was located in the north during this time interval.
The Langshan Formation, which conformably overlies the Duoni
Formation, is widespread across the Coqen Basin and records deposition
within a low-energy shallow-marine environment during the Early Cre-
taceous. The Langshan Formation thins from north to south (i.e., it is
only ~80 m thick in the southernmost region of the basin; refer to sec-
tion SE01 in Sun et al., 2015), which further implies that the depocentre
occurred in the northern region of the basin (Fig. 11).
Therefore, based on the sedimentology, geochronology and prove-
nance analyses of the Duoni and Langshan Formations performed in
this study, the depositional model of the Coqen Basin is composed of
two stages described below.
The ﬁrst stage (~123–115 Ma, Fig. 12A): The Duoni Formation was
well developed in the Coqen Basin, featuring a ﬂuvial environment in
the southern region of the basin and a shelf-coastal environment in
the north; thus, this implies that the depocentre occurred in the north-
ern region of the basin. Concurrently, the eruption of the Zenong volca-
nic rocks occurred near the southern part of the Coqen Basin, causing
Fig. 10. Plots of εHf(t) values versus theU-Pb ages of detrital zircons from sandstones within theDuoni Formation. Data of the southern Lhasa subterrane are from Chu et al. (2006), Zhang
et al. (2007a), Lee et al. (2007), Ji et al. (2009), and Zhu et al. (2009, 2011a); those of the northern Lhasa subterrane are from Chu et al. (2006), Zhang et al. (2007b), and Zhu et al. (2011a).
Fig. 9.Comparisons of probability density diagramsof detrital zircon ages from theDuoni Formation (this study) to reference populations from the southern Lhasa subterrane (Zhang et al.,
2007a; Lee et al., 2007, 2009;Wen et al., 2008; Chu et al., 2006, 2011; Ji et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2009, 2011a), northern Lhasa subterrane (Murphy et al., 1997; Chu et al., 2006; Guynn et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2007b; He et al., 2006a, 2006b; Kapp et al., 2003, 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Volkmer et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2008; Meng et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2009, 2011a), and Xigaze
forearc basin (Wu et al., 2010; An et al., 2014; Orme et al., 2014). Note the change of scale at 250 Ma. SQT plutons—southern Qiangtang terrane plutons.
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the Duoni Formation in the Guolong section to be primarily sourced
from these volcanic rocks. In addition,most of the Palaeozoic sedimentary
stratawere recycled into the northern sections of theDuoni Formation. At
~119Ma, the sea transgressed southward and shallow-marine limestones
accumulated in the Azhang section in the northern Coqen Basin.
The second stage (~115–98 Ma, Fig. 12B): During this time interval,
southward transgression resulted in the entire basin being submerged,
creating a shallow-marine environment for the accumulation of the
rudist- and Orbitolina-bearing limestones of the Langshan Formation.
Due to relative sea level changes in the southern region of the basin,
the Langshan Formation records the progradation of ﬂuvial systems
into the basin from ~113–110 Ma. From 107 to 102 Ma, low-energy la-
goonal conditions developed in the northern region of the basin.
7.2. Broader Early Cretaceous palaeogeography of the Lhasa Terrane
Many sedimentary basins developed from the north to the south
of the Lhasa Terrane during the Cretaceous and accumulated thick
marine-terrestrial successions (such as the southern Nima Basin,
the Selin Co Basin, and the Linzhou Basin). Previous studies have
recorded the sedimentology and provenance of these basins
(Zhang et al., 2004, 2011; Leier et al., 2007a; Kapp et al., 2007a;
Orme et al., 2014, Orme and Laskowaki, 2016; An et al., 2014).
The Early Cretaceous basins are comparable in the Lhasa Terrane
(Fig. 13). Here, we synthesise the stratigraphic data from these
Early Cretaceous basins in the Lhasa Terrane to reconstruct their
palaeogeography.
Fig. 12. Sketched maps for the different depositional stages of the Early Cretaceous Coqen Basin.
Fig. 11. Sketched map for the basin architecture of the Early Cretaceous Coqen Basin, Xiagezi section can be referred to the section SE01 in Sun et al. (2015).
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During the earliest period of the Cretaceous (N123 Ma), extensive
volcanism developed in the northern Lhasa subterrane, which is com-
posed of the Zenong volcanic rocks and their time-equivalent intrusive
rocks (e.g., Xu et al., 1985; Harris et al., 1990; Chu et al., 2006; Zhu et al.,
2009, 2011a). During this time, there is no deposition recorded in the
Coqen Basin; alternatively, the accumulation ofwidespread Zenong vol-
canic rocks is recorded. In the Nima Basin on the northernmargin of the
Lhasa Terrane, Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous marine sandstones pre-
ceded Early Cretaceous continental deposits. There is an angular uncon-
formity between themarine and terrestrial stratawith an age range of ~
125–118 Ma, which is interpreted to reﬂect the collision of the Lhasa-
Qiangtang Terranes along the Bangong-Nujiang suture zone (Kapp et
al., 2007a). The Selin Co and Linzhou Basins further document the pres-
ence of deep-water turbidites and shallow-marine clastic deposition at
this time (Zhang et al., 2011; Leier et al., 2007a).
From~123–115Ma (Fig. 14A),magmatismcontinued to occur in the
northern Lhasa subterrane. In addition, the Duoni Formation, which is
composed of shallow-marine deposits and ﬂuvial systems, was wide-
spread throughout the majority of the northern Lhasa subterrane.
These medium- to coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates were
primarily sourced from the time-equivalent Lower Cretaceous Zenong
volcanic rocks. Similar sedimentological and provenance characteristics
are also observed in other basins (i.e., the Selin Co and Linzhou Basins,
Leier et al., 2007a; Xie et al., 2007; He et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011).
However, the Nima Basin contains continental deposits above the angu-
lar unconformity (Kapp et al., 2007a; DeCelles et al., 2007). During this
time interval, the Xigaze forearc basin was initiated on the southern
Lhasa subterrane with the deposition of deep-water radiolarian cherts
and several ﬁne-grained sandstones in a deep sea plain environment
(An et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017), which imply that the southern
Gangdese magmatic arc could not have been exhumed at this time.
From ~115–98 Ma, the northernmost Lhasa subterrane was a pre-
dominantly marine environment, in which the thick Langshan forami-
nifera- and rudist-rich limestones were deposited (i.e., the Coqen
Basin, Selin Co Basin, and Linzhou Basin, Fig. 14B, Zhang et al., 2004,
2011; Leier et al., 2007a). The Langshan Formation tends to thin from
the north to south, thus, implying that the depocentre was located in
the north. In some places, clastic rocks accumulated due to changes in
sea level. Concurrently, terrestrial deposits continued to develop in the
Nima Basin, whereas in the south, the Xigaze forearc basin contains
thick deep-water turbidites and fan-deltaic deposits sourced from the
widespread Gangdese magmatic arc (Wu et al., 2010; An et al., 2014;
Orme et al., 2014; Orme and Laskowaki, 2016).
7.3. The controls of basin evolution for northern Lhasa
The early tectonic evolution of the Tibetan Plateau, and particularly
the tectonic framework of the southern Asia margin prior to the India-
Asia collision, remains controversial (Murphy et al., 1997; Zhang,
2000; Zhang et al., 2004; Kapp et al., 2007b). Sedimentological analysis
in the Coqen Basin indicates that continental ﬂuvial environments de-
veloped during the Duoni Formation deposition. Similarly, ﬂuvial envi-
ronments were also developed in the Linzhou Basin to the east (Leier
et al., 2007a). Concurrently, marginal marine to deep-water
Fig. 13. Comparisons of the Lower Cretaceous strata in the Xigaze forearc basin, Linzhou basin, southernNima Basin, Selin Co Basin, and Coqen Basin (this study). The strata and time scale
in ordinate are referred to in An et al. (2014), Xie et al. (2007), Kapp et al. (2007a), DeCelles et al. (2007), Leier et al. (2007a) and Zhang et al. (2011). See Fig. 4 for the lithological legend,
and Fig. 14 for the basin locations. Hau.—Hauterivian; Bar.—Barrenmian; Apt.—Aptian; Alb.—Albian; Cen.—Cenomanian; Mb.—Member; Fm. —Formation; Gp. —Group.
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environments developed along the northern margin of the northern
Lhasa subterrane (Zhang et al., 2004, 2011); thus, this implies that the
depositional environment water depth tended to be deeper from
south to north and the depocentre was located in the north. This is con-
sistentwith the provenance results that indicated the Lower Cretaceous
Duoni Formation was primarily sourced from the Lower Cretaceous
Zenong volcanic rocks to the south. The palaeocurrent data also implies
that northward-ﬂowing ﬂuvial patterns are present in the Coqen Basin
study area (Fig. 12). The south-north basin deepening could be pro-
duced by foreland ﬂexure loading in response to the Lhasa-Qiangtang
collision along the Bangong-Nujiang suture zone, which is conﬁrmed
by a ~ 125–118 Ma unconformity in the Nima Basin (Kapp et al.,
2007a) and a peripheral foreland basin model established in the Selin
Co-Linzhou area (Kapp et al., 2007a; Leier et al., 2007a). However, this
model fails to interpret the provenance results in the Coqen Basin. As
previously discussed, the Zenong volcanic rocks erupted continuously
during the Early Cretaceous, thus, being concurrent with the Duoni For-
mation deposition. In combination with the provenance results, the
Duoni Formation deposition could be primarily controlled by the en-
hanced magmatic activities in the northern Lhasa subterrane during
the Early Cretaceous. This is supported by the abundant tuff interbedded
horizons and the volcanic fragments in the Duoni Formation (Volkmer
et al., 2007). This magmatic activity-inﬂuenced basin framework in
the hinterland is similar to the Miocene-Pliocene volcanic controls of
sedimentation in the Famatina Ranges, southern Central Andes
(Martina et al., 2006). In some areas of the northern Lhasa subterrane,
the abundance of recycled sedimentary detritus in the sandstones of
the study area reveals that the magmatic rocks were eroded and cut
into the underlying Palaeozoic bedrocks.
Since ~119Ma, seawater began intruding from the northernmargin
of the Lhasa Terrane and gradually moved southward (~115 Ma). Sub-
sequently, the majority of the northern Lhasa subterrane, except for
the volcanic-inﬂuenced highlands, was covered by sea water and the
shallow-marine Langshan limestone accumulated until ~98 Ma (Fig.
14B, Zhang et al., 2011; Leier et al., 2007a). The limestone age trend in-
dicates that the north is slightly older than the south, which is consis-
tent with this southward transgression. At this time, the depocentre
should remain in the north, which is conﬁrmed by the south-to-north
limestone thickening (Fig. 11). However, this transgression mechanism
is subtle for interpretation. A eustatic sea level rise is an easy interpreta-
tion for this widespread shallow-marine Langshan limestone in the
northern Lhasa subterrane. Additionally, considering the northern
Lhasa tectonic setting, both the Lhasa-Qiangtang collision to the north
and the Neo-tethyan oceanic lithosphere beneath the Lhasa Terrane to
the south (Yin andHarrison, 2000; Zhu et al., 2013) can result in accom-
modation space due to foreland ﬂexure deformation and dynamic
Fig. 14. The reconstruction of the paleogeography of the Early Cretaceous Lhasa Terrane. BNSZ—Bangong-Nujiang suture zone; IYSZ—Indus-Yarlung suture zone.
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subsidence, respectively. A single mechanism or a combination of
mechanisms used to interpret this transgression requires additional
data in future studies before thoroughly understanding the tectonic his-
tory of the south Asia margin prior to India-Asia collision.
8. Conclusions
The results of the sedimentologic, stratigraphic and geochronologic
analyses of the Early Cretaceous Coqen Basin, when combined with
the results of other basin studies in the Lhasa Terrane, yield several con-
clusions that are described below.
1) The Early Cretaceous Coqen Basin includes the Duoni and Langshan
Formations. TheDuoni Formationwas deposited in aﬂuvial environ-
ment to the south and a shelf-coastal environment to the north. The
Langshan Formation is primarily composed of Orbitolina-rich lime-
stones. Geochronologic and micropalaeontological analyses indicate
that the Duoni and Langshan Formations were deposited from ~
123–98 Ma.
2) The Duoni Formation provenance analysis implies that this forma-
tion was primarily sourced from the Lower Cretaceous Zenong vol-
canic rocks and Palaeozoic sedimentary bedrock from the northern
Lhasa subterrane. This interpreted provenance is different compared
to previous studies and implies that the northern Lhasa subterrane is
the source area for the inner basins during the Early Cretaceous.
3) The palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Lhasa Terrane indicates
that the basin evolution can be divided into two stages. In the ﬁrst
stage (~123–115 Ma), basins on the northern Lhasa subterrane
were dominated by the ﬂuvial-marginal Duoni Formation, that
was controlled by coeval magmatic activities; in the second stage
(~115–98 Ma), most of the northern Lhasa subterrane was covered
by the shallow-marine Langshan limestone, inﬂuenced by a north-
south transgression.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.palaeo.2017.06.006.
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